Top Ten Reasons for Enterprise Applications

Ten Reasons to Deploy Nutanix Invisible Infrastructure for Enterprise
Applications
Whether you are looking at refreshing your current business applications, servers and storage, or scaling
to facilitate growth, Nutanix Acropolis and Prism helps you make your infrastructure invisible.

Any Application at Any Scale
Bring predictable scaling and economics of web-scale architectures with scale-out Data Storage Fabric
based on Nutanix Distributed File System. Run any application mix at any scale, on a single platform.

Fast Time to Value
Go from unboxing to running virtualized applications on your choice of a hypervisor including VMware
vSphere, Microsoft Hyper-V, or Nutanix Acropolis hypervisor in an hour. It is as simple as: 1–rack and
fast setup; 2–connect to the virtualization stack; and 3–migrate over VMs.
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Choose Simple
Eliminate the need for separate storage and complicated configuration, provisioning, and mapping
with disks, RAID, and LUNs. Nutanix makes storage invisible, so you can directly work with VMs and
virtual disks and manage everything with one-click from the customer-grade simple Nutanix Prism.
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Predictable Performance Comes Standard
Deliver predictable storage performance without any complex configuration or tuning. Get optimal
performance for critical apps right out of the box, even with multiple workloads on the same cluster.

Resiliency is Built-In
Ensure that applications can always access their data with no single point of failure (SPOF), storage
access failover and ongoing data integrity checks. Keep your environment always running optimally.

Protect Applications and Data
Schedule space-efficient snapshots of VMs and vDisks, maintain several months of snapshots and
efficiently replicate over the WAN. Get integrated VMCaliber data protection and affordable and
efficient disaster recovery.

Make VM Cloning a Breeze
Create high-performing and space-efficient clones of VMs with Nutanix Acropolis Hypervisor,
vSphere, and Hyper-V. Accelerate time to production with practical and efficient virtualized dev/test.

Make Upgrades and Scaling Non-Disruptive
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Potentially eliminate planned downtime with non-disruptive software updates and modular simple
scaling. Make maintenance windows for SW upgrades and scaling a thing of the past.

Slash the Risk of Virtualizing Tier 1 Apps
Get deep VM and infrastructure insight, including trending, real-time analysis, proactive monitoring
and root cause analysis, and alerting. Confidently deploy using validated designs based on rich ecosystem, and Nutanix enterprise services across your choice of virtualization stack.

RISK

Be Successful with Invisible Infrastructure
Benefit from award winning always on Nutanix hyperconverged infrastructure that makes
infrastructure invisible coupled with world-class support and wide range of enterprise services.

About Nutanix:
Nutanix delivers invisible infrastructure for next-generation enterprise computing, elevating IT to focus on the applications and services that power their
business. The company’s software-driven Xtreme Computing Platform natively converges compute, virtualization and storage into a single solution to drive
simplicity in the datacenter. Using Nutanix, customers benefit from predictable performance, linear scalability and cloud-like infrastructure consumption. Learn
more at www.nutanix.com or follow up on Twitter @nutanix.
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